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Rainwater Harvesting in Chennai
- towards an integrated approach and evaluation of success

Introduction: Groundwater use and challenges to government policy

In most of India, groundwater now contributes more to rural wealth creation than

any other water source. It is called a “democratic resource” because anyone who can

afford to sink a well can reach the groundwater, thus, it leads to decentralized control of

water resources. The State, however, has been slow to grasp this fact, and in many cases

still focuses most manpower and resources on managing centrally-created surface water

systems like dams and reservoirs. Present groundwater use, however, is very different

from surface water use in two aspects: first, groundwater is tapped without regard to the

size or recharge rate of the underlying aquifer in many cases; secondly, groundwater use

intensity depends on population density and agricultural demand, not on the availability

of groundwater itself. This makes aquifers that are small or slowly recharged vulnerable

to over-exploitation. This unchecked exploitation of groundwater has been characterized

by “boom-and-bust” cycles in many parts of India: population and prosperity first

undergo a boom when groundwater becomes accessible with the emergence of borewell

technologies, then pass on to a decline stage in which groundwater begins to show signs

of overexploitation, and finally end with a “bust” in which groundwater can no longer be

economically extracted, causing agricultural decline and crisis. 1

In many developed countries today, centralized control of water resources is

possible because public reliance is predominantly on surface water (which is possible

with higher river density and lower evaporation rate) and supply is mainly by the formal

sector. Thus, the government can focus on diversion of surface water to users and

determining pricing and regulation mechanisms. In Chennai, however, groundwater

accounts for a large portion of the metropolitan area’s water use; due to the decentralized

nature of groundwater extraction, groundwater is extracted by a large number of private

wells and borewells, which makes government management of water use difficult.

“Getting the water law right” and “getting the price right”, the two standard practices in
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developed countries, become hard to enforce when there are a large number of small-

scale providers in the informal sector.2

Although Chennai Metropolitan Area includes the City of Chennai as well as

surrounding rural areas, its groundwater use pattern faces the same challenges of the

“boom-and-bust” cycle in rural regions using groundwater. It is obvious that any attempts

to address the groundwater situation will have to address the masses in the informal

sector that extract and use the resource.

In many regions of India, water management has traditionally been centered on

capturing and storing rainfall, not surface sources; ownership and rights over rainfall is

therefore more easily understood than that of diverted water.3 This paper will explore

how Chennai Metropolitan Area’s campaign to popularize rainwater harvesting address

both the issue of groundwater use and rainwater management through mobilization of the

masses, and the effectiveness of this approach.

The environment and climate of Chennai

Chennai is located at the west of the Bay of Bengal. Chennai City has a total area

of 170.98 km2. Chennai Metropolitan Area consists of the city and the region surrounding

the city within a 27 km radius. The total area of the metropolitan region is 1170 km2.

Four rivers flow through the area: the Araniar, Kortalaiyar, Cooum and Adyar (see fig.

1). About 1.8% of the area is under forest cover: the remaining 98.2% is used for

residential, commercial, industrial and governmental purposes. The area is underlain by

crystalline rocks and shale that are highly fractured, as well as sandstone and alluvium,

all of which can act as groundwater reservoirs (although the yield varies in different parts

of the district).4 The area is very densely populated, with 24,231 persons/km2 (as of

1998). The total population is 4,216,000.5

Chennai’s climate is monsoonal, and can be roughly divided into 1) a cool dry

season from mid-December to mid-February, 2) a hot dry season from mid-February, 3) a
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rainy season due to SW monsoon winds from June-September, and 4) a rainy season due

to NE monsoon winds from October- December. Most of the city’s annual 1,320 mm

rainfall is concentrated into the two wet seasons. Of the two, the SW monsoon accounts

for 31% of the rainfall, and the latter NE monsoon accounts for about 60%, depending on

the strength and duration of the monsoons.6

Trends of water use

Traditionally, the water supply of rural Chennai is from a network of eris (tanks),

ponds, temple tanks and wells that were communally maintained. The wells were mostly

very shallow and were attached to a house or managed by several households. During

British Rule, 39,000 tanks were built in the eri system. The tanks were laid down at

regular intervals over the surface gradient: as one tank overflows, rainwater would be

collected by the tank at a lower gradient.7 To this day, there are still 162 small ponds and

tanks in Northern Chennai, north of the Cooum River, and 20 ponds and tanks in Central

Chennai between Cooum and Adyar Rivers. 35 of them are temple tanks. Tanks and

ponds used to be major aquifer recharge areas, although the filling of tanks for

development, blockage of inlets and falling water table has caused many of these

structures to become dry. 8 Many have become dumping yards or cricket pitch due to lack

of maintenance. 9

Under the British, public supply works was introduced in 1772, which involved

the diversion of water from a cluster of wells to mostly white settlements. Later in 1872,

larger projects diverted water from two eris (now called the Red Hills Reservoir and

Cholavaram Reservoir) to be distributed across Chennai. In 1940, a third reservoir, the

Poondi Reservoir, was built in response to the growing demand of the public supply

system. At the same time, there was a trend of decreasing use of eri waters for irrigation,

which may have been triggered by the expansion of the public supply.10
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By 1970, the city’s public supply was totally dependent on the three reservoirs.

As population and water use increase outstripped the reservoir’supply, the government

tried to meet the shortfall in supply by augmenting additional supplies of surface water by

the Teluguganga project, which, completed in 1996, diverts 12 thousand million ft3 of

water from the Krishna river, with permission from the other riparian states Andhra

Pradesh, Maharashtra and Karnataka. However, because of high seepage rates, the actual

addition of water to Tamil Nadu’s Reservoirs is significantly less than the above figure.

In fact, it is estimated that only 30% of the water at starting point will actually get to the

reservoirs. 11

Even while the Teluguganga project was under way, the Chennai Metropolitan

Water Supply and Sewage Board (CMWSSB) and Chennai Metrowater turned

increasingly to groundwater extraction as a solution, expanding the public supply system

by installing bore wells and public taps with hand pumps.12 Several well fields were

taken over by Metrowater to supply water to domestic and industrial sectors:  the Minjur,

Panjett, Tamarapakkam, Poondi, Koratalaiyar and Kannigaipuram well fields (see fig.

1).13 In 1995, the total amount of water supplied by Metrowater was 340 mlpd. Of this,

55 mlpd was supplied to industries. The rest, estimated at around 285 mlpd, was supplied

to household, non-domestic and non-industrial uses. Groundwater contributed about 75

mlpd of water supplied by Metrowater. However, groundwater supplied through the

informal sector from private wells was estimated to be 320 mlpd to the domestic sector.

The actual figure is believed to be higher. Thus, groundwater drawn from private wells

and borewells is as important to the city’s water supply as government sources. It is

estimated that Metrowater supplies 45% of household consumption and 25% of non-

domestic consumption. The rest of the demand is met by water drawn from decentralized,

private wells: according to a survey by ShriAM Murugappa Chettiar Research Center,

about 28% of Chennai households use water from open wells and 41% from bore wells.

Commercial groundwater extraction by private tankers also meet a large part of non-
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domestic demand. On the overall, groundwater supplied approximately 60% of the city’s

water needs in 1995.14

Fig. 1. Water Resources in Chennai (Madras) Metropolitan Area, from R. Sakthivadivel and K.
Venugopal, “Water Problems in Madras Metropolitan Region, India,” Metropolitan Water Use Conflicts in

Asia and the Pacific, ed. James E. Nickum and K. William Easter (Colorado: Westview Press, 1994) 62.

 As time passes, however, the domestic sector appropriates an increasing portion

of public water supplied. Water-intensive industries have to find their own sources or

face temporary closure during droughts. In a groundwater act enacted in 1988, all

existing wells for non-domestic, non-agricultural purposes are required to register with

the government; sinking of new wells require a permit; a license is also required for the

extraction and transport of water for these purposes. Chennai Metrowater also
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encouraged industries to meet part of their demand with treated sewage. The control was

mainly aimed at large industries and private water vendors: little attention was paid to the

domestic sector, which uses the most groundwater. During droughts, the CMWSSB

operates a fleet of 525 lorries and trucks to supply water to households.15

Within the private sector, upper income groups in prime residential areas use the

most water. The domestic sector is divided into prime residential areas, mixed residential

areas (prime with slums) and slum areas. Of the three, the per capita water use of prime

residential areas is highest: in 1993, the water consumption of prime residential areas is

100 liters per capita per day (lpcd), while that of mixed residential areas and slums are 80

lpcd and 40 lpcd respectively; In terms of total consumption, prime residential areas

consume 60.6% of water supplied to the domestic sector, while mixed residential and

slum areas appropriate 28.7% and 10% respectively. One reason for the high water use in

prime residential region is that houses are fitted with water connections, while slum

dwellers are served by street pumps with limited service time. Upper-class residents in

multi-level apartments also use more water in the informal sector as they can exploit

groundwater with high-powered pumps.16

 With rising land value and general desire among people to own houses, more and

more former tanks and ponds have been paved over for development. Agricultural land is

also decreasing because farmers have more incentive to sell land to developers.17 The

decrease in unpaved land decreases rainfall infiltration area and thus lowers aquifers’

recharge rates. At the same time, demand is also exploding: it is estimated that demand

for water will increase from 630 mlpd in 1998 to 1,570 mlpd in 2011.18 With increasing

demand and dwindling supply, the result is a fall in groundwater table.

Chennai thus faces a groundwater crisis: in 1996, the water supply per capita per

day of the city was 70 liters,19 which is far lower than 100 liters, the basic water

requirements estimated for city-dwellers at a similar climate.20 As a consequence,
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groundwater quality also suffers because of saltwater infiltration and the increase in

concentration of industrial pollutants. From 1969-1987, seawater is found to have

advanced 6 km inland along the coast of Chennai.21 The fall of the water table has caused

many wells to go dry or spew brackish water. As a result, Metrowater has to import water

to the city in tankers year-round.

Shifting from a top-down to bottom-up approach in water management

All the rivers in Chennai have either been diverted to fill reservoirs or are too

polluted to serve any purpose other than sewage removal. For the present reservoirs, the

high evaporation rate in Chennai diminishes the effect of increasing reservoir volumes.

The government has tried to augment additional water resources and stop seawater

intrusion by some ways, such as desalinization of seawater, injection of fresh water into

coastal aquifers, and building check-dams across the Araniar and Kortalaiyar river basin

to slow river flow and increase infiltration. However, these measures are usually less

effective than expected because of the high percentage of leakage in the public supply

network (estimated at 35%).22

The government has tried to limit demand by a variety of ways: the Chennai

Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA) encourages development of plots and

flats with basic amenities to lessen illegal tapping of water supply; adaptations have also

been made to conserve water: for example, during droughts, water was supplied on

alternate days or every three days; education institutes either have to accelerate courses or

end semesters earlier. In the 1987 Groundwater Regulation Act, licensing was introduced

for extraction and transport of groundwater for non-domestic purposes to discourage the

sale of groundwater by private vendors or extraction by industries. However, due to the

decentralization of wells and possibly bribery, illegal tapping continued. In 1989, in order

to stop saltwater intrusion due to overexploitation of groundwater, residents of a coastal

panchayat had to negotiate with the government to prohibit lorries from taking water

from their region. 23
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After a severe drought in 1993, Chennai Metrowater came to the realization that

public involvement is needed in order to recharge the groundwater. The domestic sector

is especially important because it accounts for about 70% of the city’s water use.24 If the

groundwater situation needs to be changed, it must involve participation of the public.

The concept of Rainwater Harvesting (RWH)

Chennai has an average rainfall of 1,320 mm, which is above the national

average. However, as groundwater is a common water source around Chennai, rainwater

harvesting (RWH) efforts in Chennai mostly involves directing rainwater to the water

table, thus raising the water table, improving groundwater quality and arresting saline

water intrusion. In Chennai, major focuses are on 1) collecting rainwater on rooftops and

directing the water underground through a hole in the concrete after filtration, 2) Making

holes in the concrete where rainwater collecting on the paved surface can travel through

after filtration, and 3) Restoring temple tanks and ponds, which are major sites for

groundwater recharge. Two of the most popular RWH structures are:

1) Recharge wells: Recharge wells are about 1 m in diameter and have depths up

to the weathered rock that serves as aquifer. The well is lined with concrete rings that are

slotted to facilitate percolation of rainwater.

2) Percolation pit: a 4-8 m deep, 25 cm wide pit filled with pebbles and sand and

covered with a perforated slab. Very often a pipe that carries water collected from the

rooftop is buried in a percolation pit.

It is estimated that installing a RWH structure for a regular independent residence would

cost about Rs 5,000. For rain harvested on rooftops, RWH structures can be as simple as

directing the water into a nearby well (as the water requires less filtration).25

The popularization of Rainwater Harvesting (RWH)

Role of the Government

Since the severe drought in 1993, Metrowater became interested in promoting

mass-based RWH. In 1993, having worked out a “statutory understanding” with Chennai

Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA) and the Chennai Corporation, CMDA
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notified that ordinary buildings (ground plus one floor), special buildings, group

developments and multistoried buildings must conserve rainwater on premises.26 In 1994,

provision for RWH was made mandatory for all multi-storey buildings built, failing

which their applications would not be approved by CMDA. The regulations also required

RWH structures to be installed in all buildings having four floors in order for water and

sewer connections to be sanctioned.27 According to the regulations, for ordinary buildings

“Percolation pits of 30 cm diameter and 3 metre depth may be made and filled with half

broken bricks (or pebbles) of 2.85 metre from the bottom and coarse sand for the top 15

cm may be filled up and the top covered with perforated RCC slab…”, for other

buildings, “… a pebble bed of one metre width and 1.5 metre depth all round the building

and filled with rounded pebbles of 5 cm to 7.5 cm size. The concrete paving around the

building must be sloped… towards the pebble bed.”28 However, it is widely known that

these regulations were not effective.

In July 2000, Metrowater began creating awareness of RWH among citizens by

constructing a cell to popularize RWH. The “People-friendly” group, headed by

hydrogeologists, was responsible for supervising RWH installation in Metrowater’s

offices, headworks and pump stations. It also published brochures to promote RWH to

schools, builders’ associations, resident’s associations and temple trustees. The group

networked with private agencies that could provide RWH installation services, and

canvassing premises of citizens to do case studies.29

In the same month, in a meeting chaired by the Chief Secretary of the State

Government, the Government intensified its efforts to encourage RWH in every

household. One significance of the meeting was that promoting RWH was no longer only

the responsibilities of Metrowater, but also the Public Works Department, Tamil Nadu

Water Supply and Drainage (TWAD) Board, Chennai Corporation and the Municipal

Administration department. The departments are encouraged to popularize the concept by

setting up demonstration models in public spaces. Also, aware that “charity begins at
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home”, it is also decided that RWH would be installed in all city buildings and parks.30

Up to this point, the efforts to promote RWH is still mostly top-down.

In August, Metrowater started offering weekly training programs on RWH for the

public, engineers, masons and construction workers. Classes were conducted by hydro-

geologists, using tools like video-cassettes to explain the concept of RWH.31 In

September, Metrowater started appealing to citizens directly to install RWH structures.

However, until mid-2001, few people appeared to have taken an interest in adopting

RWH. Even though RWH structures are incorporated in many building plans, few were

implemented because they were usually deemed to be not compulsory. Also, there was no

effective way of monitoring installation.32 Nevertheless, Metrowater carried on with its

“3-pronged strategy” of training, free technical guidance and community participation to

promote RWH. However, the promotion programs are mostly on a small scale due to

limited funds.33 In August 2001, the budget finally allocated funds for promoting RWH.

The Government also decided to launch a massive awareness campaign.34 By May 2002,

RWH structures have also been set up by Metrowater in all area and depot offices, as

well as many important landmarks like hospitals and schools. However, the agency was

criticized by NGOs for not involving them in its campaigns.35

On 11 October 2002, an order was given by the Municipal Administration and

Water Supply Department making RWH mandatory in all existing buildings (in Chennai

as well as Madurai) before 31 August, 2003, after which RWH structures would be

installed by local bodies, who would recover the cost from the property tax. Another

order restricted groundwater extraction by giving authorities the power to seize

instruments and vehicles involved in the illegal extraction or transport of groundwater.36

Role of builders

The first major group to be affected by the RWH campaign was the builders, who

were required to incorporate RWH in buildings in 1994. However, initial compliance was
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poor. This may be due to lack of awareness among builders and the populance. Also,

some building codes are insensitive to the real situation. For example, the CMDA insisted

that a “7.5 cm dwarf wall across the entry and exit gates of the housing lot to retain

rainwater” be built, which builders found impractical (until cars and motorcycles could

levitate over walls).37 Many of the proposed rainwater harvesting structures either exist

only on paper, or are implemented improperly. In a study conducted, it is found that out

of the 75 buildings that were approved by Metrowater in 1997-98 (out of 500), about

two-thirds had not installed any RWH. However, there were signs that awareness in on

the rise: most of the buildings that implemented RWH were located in regions with

inadequate water supply. Also, about two-thirds of 23 builders interviewed reported that

they were interested in RWH.38 The Alacrity Foundations, for example, was one of the

first firms that harvested rainwater in all its buildings and projects and also actively

promoted RWH among the public by disseminating pamphlets.39

Role of NGOs

In July, 2003, after the Chief Minister Jayalalithaa has written personal letters to

thousands of elected heads of local bodies urging them to take an interest in the project

and monitor its implementation, NGOs and local bodies were officially invited into the

campaign of RWH promotion. However, long before Metrowater took an interest in

RWH, activists have been advocating RWH since the 1980s, many working to promote

RWH in communities by door-to-door campaigning.40 The Akash Ganga Trust was

formed in 2001 by activists championing RWH. The trust launched the Rain Centre in

Chennai, which was “a one-stop information and assistance center on rainwater

harvesting and is the first of its kind in the country.” The funds for setting up the center

came from like-minded Indians living in the US, as well as the NGO Center for Science

and Environment. The center, which is open to the public at no charge, contains all kinds

of information on RWH, including models, videos, posters, and actual installations. It

also distributes boards stating “Rainwater Harvesting done in this plot” to people who
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had implemented RWH, in order to attract the attention of passer-bys. The Rain Center is

also responsible for developing a terrain map for Chennai City with the G.I.S.

technology, which will provide knowledge of how deep wells have to be dug to reach the

sub strata.41

Role of schools,  universities and local bodies

The campaign to promote awareness also involved schools and colleges. Early in

2000, Anna University had exhibited RWH models for residential buildings in order to

provide information on RWH to engineers, architects, builders, NGOs and government

agencies.42 Anna University engineering students also did house-to-house canvassing in

slum areas for RWH,43 and faculty conducted detailed studies to design programs for

temple desilting .44  In 2003, Metrowater got 6000 National Services Scheme student

volunteers to promote RWH by going door-to-door in various areas of the city, carrying

banners and pamphlets, urging residents to install RWH facilities before the deadline. 45

After the deadline, students also followed-up with RWH promotion in slums (which are

not required to install RWH facilities). The idea was mooted by Rotary Club, which was

also involved in the RWH campaign especially in desilting temple tanks, along with the

Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments Department. 46

Degree of Success of the Campaign

At the end of September 2003, quantitative results were impressive: 99% of the

city’s buildings have installed the facilities before the government had to forcibly install

them.47 By 26 September, 2004, a 100% coverage was proclaimed to have been achieved.

Upon assessment, however, it was found that among a group of 310 houses studied, half

of the houses had structures put up incorrectly. For recharging of aquifers, in many

instances stormwater was flushed into borewells without being passed through a

percolation pit first, which had an adverse effect on groundwater quality as the

stormwater may be contaminated. However, a decrease in salinity in wells was noted
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after the monsoons: in a survey of 759 wells in the city by hydrogeologists, engineers and

quality assurance officials, a 40% improvement in groundwater is shown. 48 Flooding was

also less severe during the monsoons. Therefore, it is apparent that RWH has caused

some physical improvements. This is especially so for universities and companies that

can afford the expertise to put up the correct structures. In Anna University, for example,

a water bill of Rs 600,000 was saved every month; the office of Indian Oil Corporation,

which used to obtain water by pumping from four bore wells and buying two tankers of

water, became self-sufficient in water needs.49 Compared to household RWH, the

restoration of temple tanks have made little headway due to insufficient funds. Restoring

a temple tank may cost from Rs 5 lakhs- Rs 15 lakhs.50

In terms of awareness, the RWH campaign may have made great headway in

changing urbanites’ perception of water: first, it challenged urbanites’ view that rainwater

is unclean.51 People become more aware of the hydrological cycle when they direct water

underground instead of flushing it down the storm sewers; secondly, the recharging of

groundwater--- a common good--- as a popular movement has sparked people’s interests

in communally managed water. In a survey done by the Rain Center of 230 individual

residents, it was found that many residents have turned to communal management to

prevent depletion of groundwater: community wells and shared water tanks were cited,

with the most common arrangement being one in which users can only draw water during

a certain period. Some residents have also installed water meters in their sumps to

monitor withdrawal.52 Thus, the notion that water is a common good instead of a right

guaranteed by the state appears to be emerging.

Conclusion: Elements of success in the program

The RWH campaign can be seen as a step towards a more integrated approach in

groundwater management. In an IWMI-Tata Water Policy Briefing, the elements for

successful groundwater management are said to be 1) Information Systems and Resource
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Planning, 2) Demand-Side management, 3) Supply Side Management, and 4)

Groundwater Management in a River Basin Context. The RWH campaign in Chennai

appeared to have embraced the first 3 elements with its mass-education and participation

approach, whether the 4th will be realized has yet to be determined.53

In terms of policy, the setting of a “hard” deadline combined with a

”soft” approach of popularization, training and support appear to have been crucial in

raising public awareness of RWH. As the order to install RWH facilities was backed up

by the government’s commitment to forcibly install the structures after the deadline, it

has also shown government commitment in enforcement so that people no longer believe

that the regulations are not mandatory.

Although groundwater may be a “democratic” resource, in Chennai a large

portion of it is appropriated by prime residential areas. Thus, for equity it makes sense for

RWH to be mandatory for prime residential area buildings (especially multi-storey

buildings that are most responsible for exploiting groundwater) and not slum areas, since

installing RWH accounts for only a small percent of the cost of a flat while residents in

slum areas may not be able to afford even a bucket for collecting rainwater.54 While it

seems that the more well-off are able to reap the most benefits by installing the structure

properly, since groundwater is a common resource, its replenishment improves equity for

all since many less well-off will suffer fewer shortages at the street pumps.

The involvement of academia, NGOs and local bodies play an important part as

they are able to monitor and promote the implementation of RWH on a door-to-door

basis (which the government cannot, due to the decentralized nature of groundwater

extraction). They are also able to carry out a more sustained effort towards raising public

awareness: not only have earlier activists experimented with various RWH structures and

contributed “success stories” to the media, universities, NGOs, local bodies and religious

organizations are able to continue desilting tanks and promoting RWH in slum areas long

after the deadline was passed. In slum areas, Anna Nagar engineering students were able

to design rooftop harvesting structures which collected water for immediate use (as

opposed to recharging the groundwater, which was not in the slum dwellers’ immediate
                                                  
53 IWMI-Tata Water Policy Program. “Innovations in Groundwater Recharge.” Water
Policy Briefing 4
54 M. Tamilarasi.



interest) with mechanisms for equitable distribution among slum dwellers.55 Government-

mandated RWH structures, on the other hand, often didn’t address on-ground conditions.

One example is its recommendation for building pebble moats around houses to capture

rainwater, which was criticized by activists because a gutter was thought to be more

effective in holding all the water during rainfall as the moat.56

One of the most significant achievements of the RWH campaign is that it

acknowledges control of groundwater resources by communities. In many regions of

India, government and scientists have always ignored decentralized solutions because of

the focus on managing surface resources. 57 When people become informed of the

groundwater situation and are assured of effective monitoring by local groups and NGOs,

their water use patterns will also change because they can count on other people not

wasting water while they save water.

Thus, the RWH campaign in Chennai offers an example of how the informal

sector can be mobilized to manage groundwater. It is possible that the campaign can

achieve even more, by changing the concept of development itself (from wanting more

water resources from the government to active community participation in self-

sufficiency). It will be interesting to see whether this example can become a pioneering

model in groundwater management policy around the world in the future.

                                                  
55 K. Lakshmi, “Slum Dwellers catch on to Rainwater Harvesting,” The Hindu 10 June 2004.
56 “Scarcity to plenty is a matter of will.”
57 IWMI-Tata Water Policy Program, “The Challenges of Integrated River Basin Management in India.”
Water Policy Briefing 3 (2002): 2-7. 20 Dec 2004



I affirm that I have adhered to the Honor Code in this assignment.
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